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Macroeconomic environment and policies in brief 

� Industrial sales, domestic trade and construction indexes performance 
improved significantly in November 2010, according to the latest available data. 
Overall in 2010 GDP is expected to register a small positive growth, driven by 
strong exports expansion. 

� Harmonized consumer inflation followed an upward trend throughout 2010, 
largely driven by international prices developments. Thus both its end-of-period 
and annual average values are very close to the official projections. 

� The current account is expected to be almost balanced in 2010. Although trade 
balance deteriorated in November, services surplus expanded further.  

� International reserves of BNB stood at EUR 12.977 bn, up by 0.4% y-o-y, as of 
end-December. The comfortable coverage of the monetary base, imports and 
short-term external debt underpin the stability of the Currency Board in Bulgaria.  

� Bulgarian banking system operates under one of the most conservative bank 
supervision environments in the EU. The banks keep an adequate liquid position 
and are well capitalized well over the supervision requirements. Banking system 
remains stable and capable of making positive net profits, despite the dynamics of 
the non-performing loans.  

� In late January 2011 the EC concluded that Bulgaria has taken effective action to 
put to an end the excessive deficit by 2011. The EC has acknowledged Bulgaria’s 
efforts in the area of fiscal governance and optimization of public spending, as 
well as the progress in the reform of the pension system. According to the latest 
MoF estimations, general government deficit in 2010 is 3.6% of GDP in ESA 95 
terms, which is lower than the 3.8% plan. In 2011 the general government deficit is 
targeted to decline to 2.5% of GDP (ESA 95 terms). To this end, budget revenues 
have been conservatively planned and spending is further optimized and subject 
to much stricter control. 

� Proactive measures at all levels of EU funds management have been formulated 
and successfully implemented, leading to acceleration of projects approval, 
implementation and payment. The overall value of payments committed by 
National Fund under the Operational programmes, Pre-accession instruments, 
Instrument Shengen and the Mechanism of the European economic area reaches 
EUR 1.126 bn in 2010. Payments under the Operational Programmes, in particular, 
exceeded EUR 809 mn or 10% of the budget available at the end of 2010. 

� Government debt level projected for 2011 is among the lowest in the European 
Union with adequate currency, interest rate and portfolio structure. Low 
perceived risk is reflected in the record low average yields recorded at the recent 
auctions for Government Securities conducted by the Ministry of Finance. 
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Recent Economic Developments

� Industrial turnover posted a 22.6% 
increase in y-o-y terms in November, 
underpinned by well performing foreign 
market sales (31.6% y-o-y) and 
increasing domestic turnover by 17.9%. 
According to production purpose, 
consumer non-durables had the largest 
share. Industrial production index 
continued growing and stood at 5.6%, 
with the major contribution coming 
from the intermediate goods. 

Industrial turnover (%, y-o-y) 
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� Retail sales growth slowed to 5.2%, 
while the overall trade rose by 2.3% y-o-
y due to the increase in wholesale and 
retail trade and repair of motor vehicles 
and motorcycles for the first time since 
October 2008.  

• The construction output index also 
registered a positive change (0.8% y-o-y) 
for the first time since September 2008, 
influenced by the strong growth of civil 
engineering by 15.1%, as well as the 
decelerating decrease in building 
construction. 

� The overall business climate in 
December remained close to its previous 
month level, reflecting the divergent 
viewpoints of respondents. The optimistic 
assessment of present and future business 
situation prevailed in industry and 
services, while the business climate index 
in construction and the retail sector 
changed in negative direction.  

Business climate (balance) 
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� Registered unemployment started to 
gradually increase in November, 
mainly due to the weak labour demand 
on the primary labour market, as well 
as the narrowed hiring opportunities 
under the subsidized employment 
programs.  

� The unemployment rate went up to 
9.2% at the end of December, up from 
9.1% in the previous month and by 0.1 
pp higher with respect to the same 
month a year earlier. Unemployment 
numbers totaled 342.4 thousand 
persons at the end of the year, going up 
by 1.3% compared to December 2009, 
which is, however, a 6.7% decrease as 
compared to the beginning of 2010. 
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Inflow, outflow and unemployed persons 
(thousands) 
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� Consumer prices increased by 0.8% m-
o-m in December. The end-of period 
HICP reached 4.4%, while the annual 
average inflation rate stood at 3%, both 
being close to the MoF official forecast. 
Higher energy and food prices, as well 
as excise hikes on tobacco products 
largely accounted for the consumer price 
inflation during 2010. Mounting oil and 
cereal prices on world markets sustained 
their pressure through higher 
production costs. On the other hand, 
core inflation, including services and 
non-energy industrial goods, 
decelerated significantly due to the 
weak domestic demand. 

� In Jan-Nov the current account balance 
was slightly negative by 9.8 mln euro. 
Export increased for a twelfth consecutive 
month, leading to a 31.6% accumulated 
growth rate in y-o-y terms. After 
improving by 12-15% on an annual basis 
throughout the year, import of goods 
skyrocketed to 39.1% in November. 
Services’ surplus is by 42.8% higher than 
a year earlier, which is mostly due to the 
improvement of travel and other services 
balance, associated with lower travel 
expenditures of Bulgarian residents. 

FDI, Current and Financial Account 
(Jan-Nov, billion euro) 
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� The financial account has been quite 
volatile in 2010, accumulating a deficit of 
2.4% of GDP for the first eleven months. 
The two pronounced tendencies, namely 
the significant decrease in FDI and the 
considerable improvement of Bulgarian 
banks’ external position, are still 
persisting in November. The net FDI 
shrank by 80% compared to the same 
month a year ago. The change, however, 
was due not only to the lower FDI 
inflows, but also to an increase in 
Bulgarian equity investments abroad. As 
a result of the still low credit activity, 
banks used their available resources to 
increase their foreign currency and 
deposits position.  

� The repayment of foreign loans by 
Bulgarian banks and the private sector 

HICP (pps, y-o-y) 
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contributed to a decrease in the gross 
external debt, which declined to 100% of 
GDP in October 2010, being 106.3% a 
year ago. 

Coverage with FX Reserves 
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� International reserves grew by 2.2% in 
December, while having a positive 
change of 0.4% compared to end-
December 2009. The monetary base 
coverage reached 179.8% at the end of 
2010 and as of end-November the 
reserves to money supply ratio was 
48.7%. The BNB reserves were able to 
cover 110.4% of the short term external 
debt and 7.5 months of import of goods 
and non-factor services at the end of 
October. 

� Money supply annual growth rate 
decelerated to 6.2% in December from 
9% in November. Broad money was by 
0.7% lower compared to its previous 
month level, which could be attributed 
mainly to the 10% decrease of overnight 
deposits. Total deposits, included in M3, 
grew by 8.6% y-o-y. The annual change 
in households’ deposits remains high at 
12.8%. 

�  Credit to the private sector slightly 
slowed its annual growth in December 
down to 1.1%. Corporate credits rate of 
increase marginally decelerated to 2.4% 
(from 2.5% in November). Credit to the 

households had a positive contribution 
due mostly to consumer credits 
expansion. Loans to financial institutions 
declined in December in y-o-y terms. 

Annual Credit Growth Rate 
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� Interest rates on credits maintained their 
levels, as rates on credits in BGN showed 
some decrease and those in EUR slightly 
increased. In December interest rates on 
deposits slightly decreased on monthly 
basis.   

� A deficit of 1.87 billion BGN was 
accumulated on the consolidated budget 
on a cash basis during Jan–Nov, which is 
36.5 million BGN lower compared to its 
value at end-October. 

� Total revenue decreased by 5% 
compared to the amount collected a year 
earlier, generally due to the tax revenue 
decline by 6.7%. Non-tax revenue was 
almost at their 2009 level, while grants 
increased by 7.7%. Total expenditure was 
by 1.1% higher, driven mainly by social 
expenditure and scholarships increase by 
10% in y-o-y terms. Base effects coming 
from pensions’ increase in 2009 largely 
accounted for the higher social payments. 
Significant growth was registered also by 
subsidies, because of the higher payments 
under the Rural Development Program. 
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Consolidated budget  
(monthly value, mln BGN) 
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� The amount of both direct and indirect 
taxes decreased by 11.8% and 5.4% 
respectively, thus the largest 
contribution to revenue decline coming 
from corporate income tax and excises. 

Recent VAT receipts development 
showed some signs of stabilization, 
growing by 29.3% y-o-y in November. 
Revenue on VAT collected during Jan–
Nov amounted at 93% of the forecasted 
annual value (according to the July 2010 
update). The latter, together with custom 
duty revenues, which exceeded the 
forecasted amount, compensated to some 
extent the lower than expected excise 
collection.  

� Fiscal reserve stood at 6.4 billion BGN as 
of 30.11.2010. Although decreasing by 
21.1% y-o-y, the fiscal reserve was 
preserved at levels comfortably above the 
legally defined 4.5 billion BGN. 

� Government debt, including government 
guaranteed debt, amounted to 16.4% of 
GDP as of end-November, External 
government debt accounted for 10.97%, 
while domestic debt was 5.45% of GDP. 
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Key Economic Indicators 
 

    
2007 2008 2009 Q4 

'09 
Q1 
'10 

Q2 
'10 

Q3 
'10 

VII 
'10 

VIII 
'10 

IX' 
10 

X 
'10 

XI 
'10 

XІI 
'10 

GDP*                             

Gross Domestic Product* %, y/y 6.4 6.2 -4.9 -6.7 -0.8 -0.3 0.2       
Consumption %, y/y 7.2 2.5 -4.1 -5.3 -4.5 -4.3 -7.3       
Investment %, y/y 13.0 16.3 -33.2 -36.6 -12.5 -12.0 -6.5       
Export %, y/y 6.1 3.0 -10.3 -1.7 5.5 12.6 18.6       
Import %, y/y 9.6 4.2 -21.5 -18.9 -2.8 0.3 2.0       
Agriculture %, y/y -27.3 29.6 -3.5 -2.2 7.0 5.5 3.8       
Idustry %, y/y 12.4 4.4 -7.2 -5.8 1.1 1.0 0.1       
Services %, y/y 7.6 5.0 -0.4 -1.9 -2.5 -1.6 -1.7       
Adjustments %, y/y 6.8 5.7 -16.2 -19.9 -6.5 -4.7 -3.8             
Short term business 
statistics                             
Industrial production %, y/y 9.2 0.8 -17.4 -13.2 -3.2 1.6 4.7 0.9 5.4 7.3 2.5 5.6  
Industrial turnover %, y/y 14.9 14.7 -20.3 -14.2 0.0 13.0 21.5 16.2 25.8 22.8 19.4 22.6  
Retail trade turnover %, y/y 19.4 9.3 -8.8 -10.4 -12.1 -9.0 -4.6 -4.8 -4.1 -4.8 -5.0 -5.2  
Construction output %, y/y 28.9 -3.1 -14.4 -23.5 -26.3 -19.2 -14.8 -19.7 -10.7 -13.9 -11.6 0.8  
Total business climate balance 42.8 38.0 10.2 7.8 7.9 9.1 9.7 8.7 10.7 9.5 11.4 11.7 11.5 

  Industrial confidence balance 45.6 39.9 12.3 9.9 9.4 14.6 14.7 16.0 14.0 14.1 14.0 15.1 16.0 
  Retail trade confidence balance 46.9 41.3 13.5 12.0 10.6 8.2 8.8 7.2 11.8 7.5 13.0 13.5 12.4 
  Construction 

confidence 
balance 

41.7 40.3 8.5 5.8 7.7 5.9 4.0 3.3 5.0 3.6 2.1 5.2 1.4 
  Services confidence balance 34.1 28.7 5.1 1.4 2.5 2.0 6.1 1.2 8.9 8.2 13.9 9.7 11.9 

Labour market                             
Participation rate (15+) level 52.6 53.8 53.0 52.3 51.3 52.2 52.5       
Employment rate (15+) level 49 50.8 49.4 48.2 46.1 47 47.5       
Employment (LFS) %, y/y 4.6 3.3 -3.2 -5.7 -7.7 -6.9 -5.4       
Unemployment rate (LFS) level 6.9 5.6 6.8 7.9 10.2 10 9.5       
Unemployment rate  
(Employment agency) 

level 
7.7 6.3 7.6 8.7 10.1 9.6 9.1 9.2 9.1 9.0 8.9 9.1 9.2 

Nominal wage %, y/y 19.5 26.5 11.6 10.6 9.9 8.7 9.4 10.2 9.4 9.3    
Real wage** %, y/y 11.1 13.0 8.9 9.6 7.8 5.7 5.9 6.8 6.0 5.5    
Labour productivity  
(GDP per employed) 

%, y/y 
3.2 3.5 -2.3 -0.2 3.6 7.5 6.4       

Real ULC  %, y/y 0.1 3.7 8.4 4.0 2.8 3.2 -4.3             

Prices                             
Harmonized index of 
consumer prices 

%, y/y 
7.6 11.9 2.5 0.9 2.0 2.9 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.6 4.0 4.4 

Domestic producer prices %, y/y 8.0 13.3 -4.3 -4.8 2.4 5.6 9.5 9.0 10.0 9.6 10.1 11.1  12.0 
Consolidated fiscal 
program (cummulative)                             

Revenue and grants 
mln 
BGN 24063 27313 25041 25041 5171 11189 17346 13 514 15 302 17 346 19 234 21 356  

Total expenses 
mln 
BGN 22103 25323 25667 25667 6840 12704 18872 14 745 16 839 18 872 21 136 23 222  

Contribution to EU 
budget 

mln 
BGN 595 720 746 746 246 359 529 413 467 529 593 615  

Cash deficit(-) / 
surplus(+) 

mln 
BGN 1960 1990 -626 -626 -1669 -1515 -1527 -1 231 -1 537 -1 527 -1 903 -1 866  

  % GDP 3.3 2.9 -0.9 -0.9 -2.4 -2.1 -2.2 -1.7 -2.2 -2.2 -2.7 -2.6  
Government and gov. 
guaranteed debt 

mln 
BGN 11167 10710 10641 10641 10699 10970 11397 10 903 11 089 11 397 11 422 11 580  

  % GDP 18.6 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.2 15.6 16.2 15.5 15.7 16.2 16.2 16.4  
Fiscal reserve bln BGN 7453 8382 7673 7673 6359 6029 6711 6 320 6 167 6 711 6 398 6 391  
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  %, y/y 27.5 12.5 -8.5 -8.5 -20.1 -27.1 -12.7 -18.0 -19.6 -12.7 -17.9 -21.1   

Financial sector                             
BNB International 
reserves 

mln 
BGN 11937 12713 12919 12919 12239 12155   12349 12475 12764 12525 12697 12977 

Monetary base coverage  % 164.5 175.3 195.2 195.2 189.4 189.2   184.8 186.2 188.6 188.0 188.0 179.8 
Coverage of import with 
FX reserves 

months 
5.8 5.4 8.0 8.0 7.7 7.5   7.5 7.6 7.7 7.5 7.8  

Coverage of short-term 
external debt 

% 
127.2 96.5 100.2 100.2 98.7 103.7   105.9 109.7 108.6 110.4 113.7  

Money M1 (Narrow 
money) 

%, y/y 
28.9 -4.1 -8.8 -8.8 -2.0 0.9 7.7 4.8 6.6 7.7 8.7 7.5 0.8 

Money M3 (Broad 
money) 

%, y/y 
31.2 8.8 4.2 4.2 7.7 8.0 8.4 8.8 9.4 8.4 8.2 9.0 6.2 

Deposits %, y/y 34.2 8.8 7.6 7.6 10.0 10.1 9.4 10.6 10.9 9.4 9.1 10.0 8.4 
Credit to private sector %, y/y 63.7 32.9 3.8 3.8 2.6 2.0 1.6 2.4 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.4 
Credit to non-financial 
enterprises 

%, y/y 
71.5 33.1 2.3 2.3 1.1 1.2 1.8 1.3 0.3 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.4 

Credit to households %, y/y 52.2 31.4 5.8 5.8 4.4 3.7 0.8 3.6 3.8 0.8 -0.2 -1.1 -0.8 
Interest rate on short-term 
loans 

% 
9.3 10.9 10.5 9.2 8.7 8.3 8.8 9.0 9.3 8.1 8.0 7.8  

Interest rate on time 
deposits 

% 
4.2 5.6 7.0 7.0 6.4 5.3 5.0 5.1 4.9 5.0 4.9 5.1  

Exchange rate BGN/USD eop 1.33 1.39 1.36 1.36 1.45 1.59 1.43 1.50 1.54 1.43 1.41 1.50 1.47 
  per. av. 1.43 1.34 1.41 1.32 1.41 1.54 1.52 1.53 1.52 1.50 1.41 1.43 1.48 

Gross External Debt                              
Gross external debt % GDP 94.3 104.7 107.9 107.9 103.4 103.1 101.7 102.1 101.3 101.7 99.9 100.3  
Short term external debt % GED 32.3 35.5 34.2 32.7 31.4 31.1 32.1 31.7 31.3 32.1 31.5 31.6  
Intercompany lending % GED 37.1 36.3 38.4 38.3 39.1 40.1 40.0 40.4 40.6 40.0 40.3 40.1  

Balance of payments                             

Current account 
mln 
EUR -7755 -8191 -3477 -938 -557 -262 1278 503 514 261 -132 -338  

Current account, % GDP 
moving average 

  
-25.2 -23.1 -9.9 -9.9 -7.5 -4.7 -1.4 -3.4 -2.2 -1.3 -1.1 -1  

Trade balance 
mln 
EUR -7245 -8597 -4174 -905 -566 -783 -119 -46 17 -89 -192 -413  

Trade balance, % GDP 
moving average 

  
-23.5 -24.3 -11.9 -11.9 -10.2 -8.9 -6.72 -7.9 -7.1 -6.6 -6.4 -7  

Export, f.o.b. 
mln 
EUR 13512 15204 11699 3247 3052 3800 4401 1514 1453 1434 1452 1448  

  %, y/y 12.5 12.5 -23.1 -1.6 14.8 38.8 44.0 47.1 48.0 37.2 21.1 33  

Import, f.o.b. 
mln 
EUR 

-
20757 

-
23801 

-
15873 -4152 -3618 -4583 -4519 -1560 -1436 -1523 -1643 -1861  

  %, y/y 18.1 14.7 -33.3 -173.6 -5.1 14.7 15.5 15.6 15.9 15.1 11.6 39  

Capital account 
mln 
EUR -587 277 477 97 62 -110 174 189 -13 -2 6 43  

Financial account 
mln 
EUR 13676 11409 2193 1231 -696 137 -92 -21 -407 336 -209 -9  

Net Foreign Direct 
Investments 

mln 
EUR 8838 6203 3371 1229 16 405 341 183 62 97 -44 42  

Net Portfolio Investments 
mln 
EUR -518 -731 -570 7 -137 -316 -51 -46 -33 28 49 8  

Other Investments - net 
mln 
EUR 5162 5980 -589 7 -564 52 -372 -153 -434 215 -213 -61  

Change in BNB reserve 
assets*** 

mln 
EUR -2908 -674 650 -418 789 382 -722 -370 -11 -341 243 -30   

 
* Reference year 2000, seasonally and working day adjusted data.. 
**HICP deflated. 
*** (-) - increase; (+) - decrease in BNB International Reserves 
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Recent Developments and Government Debt Review 

Record low 

average yields 

were recorded at 

the recent auctions 

for Government 

Securities 

conducted by the 

Ministry of 

Finance  

During the past two months the Ministry of Finance conducted successfully 

auctions for Government Securities /GS/ in different maturities. The results 
revealed a significant decrease of yields for the issues that were offered in the 

primary market. Demand for government securities exceeded the offered 

quantity and the issues were from 3 to 4 times oversubscribed, which is a sign 
for the high investors' demand. The banks primary dealers and institutional 

investors: i.e. pension funds, insurance companies participated actively on the 

auctions. 

The yields 

continue to 

decrease along 

with the risk 

premium  

 

During the past months the recorded spreads to German Bunds, securities 

considered by investors as risk-free, have reached their lowest values. The 

average annual yield on the auction for 6m Treasury bills reached 1.38% with a 
Bund spread of below 1% which is a record low for all maturities. The yield on 

the auction for 10y&6m GS, which is the new benchmark bond for long-term 

interest rate calculation – Maastricht criterion, was 5.49%. This yield is the 
lowest value for this maturity since May 2008. The spread to the Bund is 2.45% 

and is less the CDS spread of the country which shows that investors have not 

calculated currency risk premium in the offered yield.  

Sound 

Macroeconomic 

and Fiscal Policy 

The results on the auctions for government securities in December 2010 and 

January 2011, alongside with the tendency for reduction of the yields in all 
segments of the sovereign curve indicate the positive investors' evaluation of 

the government-led economic policy.  

Recent Government Securities Auction Results
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 Additional data on the auction results can be viewed on the site of the Bulgarian National Bank, that is 
a fiscal agent to the government www.bnb.bg 
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Stable nominal 

extent of 

government debt 

is of primary 

significance to 

government 

finance 

By end November 2010 government debt totaled EUR 5 279.5 million in 

nominal terms, including domestic debt of EUR 1 964.9 million and external 

debt of EUR 3 314.6 million. The government debt to GDP ratio came to 14.4%. 

 

(million EUR)

Structure  31.12.2009 31.03.2010 30.06.2010 30.09.2010 31.10.2010 30.11.2010

Domestic government debt 1 538.7 1 500.9 1 524.2 1 919.3 1 948.4 1 964.9

External government debt 3 289.8 3 350.8 3 422.2 3 278.9 3 259.4 3 314.6

Government Debt, total 4 828.5 4 851.7 4 946.4 5 198.2 5 207.8 5 279.5

Government Debt /GDP ( %) 13.8 13.2 13.5 14.2 14.2 14.4

Government Debt Amount

 

Government debt 

currency structure 

does not generate 

risks associated 

with its servicing 

By end-November debt in EUR amounted to 53.7%, 25.6% in BGN, 17.8% in 

USD and 2.9% in other currencies. The previous month tendency towards 

increasing the debt denominated in EUR and BGN on account of the debt in US 

Dollars and other currencies reversed and the share of USD denominated debt 

rose by 0.9 pps.  

 
 Government Debt Currency Structure as of 30 

November

debt in other 
currencies

2.94%

debt in EUR
53.66%

debt in BGN
25.59%

debt in USD
17.80%

 

Government debt 

interest rate 

structure provides 

predictability of 

the resources 

required for its 

servicing  

By end-November the share of debt with fixed interest rates comprised 79.1% 

and that of debt with floating interest rates 20.9%. These results both from the 

new financing, which was only at fixed interest rates, and from the regular 

amortizations of debts at floating interest rates. 
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Government Debt Interest Rate Structure as of 30 

November

debt with 
floating interest 

rates
20.85%

debt with fixed 
interest rates

79.15%

 

Government debt 

portfolio structure 

is another key 

indicator for 

successful debt 

management 

policy 

Debt structure by types of instruments and creditors showed no significant 

change in November. The highest relative share belongs to the liabilities related 

to GS, issued on the domestic market - 37.2%, followed by global bonds at 

31.3%, government investment loans at 14.9%, obligations to the World Bank at 

14.5%, obligations to the Paris club at 1.9% and called government guarantees 

at 0.2%. 

 Government Debt Structure by Creditor as of 30 
November

called 
government 
guarantees

0.18%

domestic 
government 

debt/GS/
37.22%

global bonds
31.33%

Paris Club
1.91%

World Bank
14.45%

government 
investment 

loans
14.91%

 

  Comprehensive information on Bulgarian Government Debt, including monthly bulletins and 
annual reviews, could be found at the website of Bulgarian Ministry of Finance. 
http://www.minfin.bg/en/statistics/?cat=2&from=0&fyear=0&to=0&tyear=0&dq=&pokaz=0 
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Review of EU Funds absorption 

The absorption of EU funds in Bulgaria in 2010 has significantly increased. Proactive 
measures at all levels of EU funds management have been formulated and successfully 
implemented, leading to acceleration of projects approval, implementation and payment. 

In 2010 the National Fund Directorate at the Ministry of Finance has proceeded with its 
active role in planning and delivery of measures resulting in boosting payments to 
beneficiaries under the Operational programs as well as strengthening sound financial 
management of EU funds at all levels, namely: 

� In July 2010 the National Fund prepared new Guidelines for rules and 
procedures for granting financial aid under Operational programs co-financed 
from the Structural and Cohesion Funds. These Guidelines introduced changes 
that enable Managing Authorities to make payments to the beneficiaries 
immediately after the verification process is completed - the envisaged a number 
of controls are implemented and the expenditure are confirmed to be eligible. 
The payment process is optimized in terms of shortening the period for 
delivering grant to beneficiaries and in terms of focus of work of the available 
administrative resources.  

� In October 2010, the National Fund prepared new Guidelines with additional 
and more detailed instruction on verification of expenditure made by 
beneficiaries. This measure has contributed Managing Authorities and 
Intermediate Bodies to shorten the period of reimbursement of funds to 
municipalities and other public bodies, implementing projects, thus ensuring 
better project implementation, given the limited access to credit in a situation of 
financial crisis.  

 

Specific results occurred in implementation of EU funded instruments: 

� Payments under the Operational Programs exceeded EUR 809 mln or 10% of the 
budget available at the end of 2010. The best results achieved under the 
Structural and Cohesion Funds absorption can be reported for the Operation 
Program Regional Development where municipalities are main beneficiaries and 
Operation Program Administrative Capacity, which reported the highest 
percentage of payments executed to beneficiaries.  

� Regarding Cohesion Fund (Regulation 1164/94)/ISPA significant progress was 
achieved as only in December 2010 EUR 107 mn was paid to the contractors. 
Within the ten year period of implementation of the program almost one third of 
the overall payments were committed during the last (2010) year.  

The overall value of payments committed by National Fund under the 
Operational programs, Pre-accession instruments, Instrument Shengen and the 
Mechanism of the European economic area reaches EUR 1.126 bn for the year 
2010. In December 2010 the value of payments approaches 20% of all payments 
during the year, and this significant increase in the absorption comes to be an 
immediate result of the measures undertaken.  
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As of 31.12.2010 the total amount paid is EUR 1 015 mln which is 79% of the total 
contracted amount and 66% of the total budget under Cohesion Fund (Regulation 
1164/94)/ISPA. By the end of 2013 the total amount paid is expected to reach EUR 
1 057 mln and the absorption rate will get to 95% as compared to the contracted 
amount and 79% in comparison with the initial budget of the program.  

� Under PHARE Program the execution of all projects ended on 30th April 2010 but 
final payments under 2006 and the extended 2005 Financial Agreements are 
ongoing. Currently the program is phasing out. As of 31.12.2010 the total amount 
paid is EUR 1 166 mln which represents 87% of the contracted amount and 66% of 
the total budget of the program. 

� Regarding SAPARD program the disbursement period has ended in December 2009. 
In 2010 several closure audits of the program have been performed. The total 
amount paid is EUR 451 mln which represents 97% of the contracted amount and 
76% of the total budget of the program. 

� Under Shengen facility the disbursement period under expired in December 2010. 
Up to 31.12.2010 the EUR 128.9 mln were paid to the beneficiaries which represents 
100% from the total budget of the instrument. 

Total received from 
EC / FMO 

Total paid by NF 

Program/Instrument/Mechanism 
cumulative 

as of 
31.12.2010  

during  
01.01.2010 - 
31.12.2010 

cumulative 
as of 

31.12.2010 

during 
01.01.2010 - 
31.12.2010 

  mln EUR mln EUR 

PHARE Program 929.61    24.40    1147.95 62.28    

ISPA Program 312.95    118.99    436.89 324.94    

SAPARD Program 327.61    -      450.67 -      

Instrument Shengen   -  - 148.01 124.08    

Financial Mechanism of EEA 4.63    4.30    5.12 4.99    

Transition Facility 21.55    13.00    18.05 9.04    
TOTAL for pre-accession 
instruments, Shengen, TF, EEA  

1 596.35    160.69    2 206.69    525.32    

1. OP Transport 237.79    72.75    112.5 70.19    

2. OP Environment 148.45    1.06    125.36 75.93    

3. OP Regional Development 229.33    106.84    185.43 154.34    

4. OP Human Resource 
Development 

109.19    16.33    108.12 67.99    

5. OP Competitiveness of Bulgarian 
Economy 

260.01    171.10    225.97 221.31    

6. OP Administrative Capacity 40.40    26.57    45.43 7.55    

7. OP Technical Assistance 6.82    2.48    6.25 3.50    

TOTAL for SCF: 1 031.99    397.13    809.06    600.81    
Bilateral programs for Cross Border 
Cooperation  

- 5.02    - -      

TOTAL: 2 628.34    562.85    3 015.75    1 126.13    
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Overview of the Progress Made under Bulgaria’s 
Excessive Deficit Procedure 

EC concluded that 
no further steps in 
the excessive 
deficit procedure of 
Bulgaria are 
needed at present 

In late January 2011 the European Commission acknowledged that 
adequate action was undertaken towards the correction of the 
excessive deficit in Bulgaria. The Commission praised Bulgaria about 
the improvement of fiscal governance, enhanced efficiency of the 
budget expenditures and the consensus reached with social partners on 
the implementation of the pension system reform. The EC points 
however to the need to strengthen further the binding nature of its 
medium-term budgetary framework in Bulgaria. 

 

The 2010 general 
government deficit 
target will be met. 

Preliminary data and estimates on the consolidated budget execution 
suggest that the 2010 general government deficit target of 3.8% of GDP 
(ESA terms) will be met. The deficit is estimated to have reached 3.6% 
of GDP in 2010. It complies with Bulgarian government efforts to 
follow prudent and consistent fiscal policy and the commitment of 
bringing fiscal deficit below the 3% reference value at the end of 2011. 
The positive expectations and assessments of the rating agencies 
confirm the internationally established perception of stability of 
Bulgarian public finances. 

 

Consolidated 
spending 
restructuring to 
better address 
government 
priorities under 
tightened budget 
constraints. 

Due to the expenditure cuts measures envisaged in the 2010 amended 
budget and the strengthened control over the National Social Security 
Institute and the National Health Insurance Fund spending, total 
government expenditures in 2010 are estimated to have been reduced 
to 37% of GDP in ESA terms. The 2010 budget revision aimed at 
restructuring the consolidated government spending to better address, 
under tightened budget constraints, the government priorities for faster 
EU funds absorption, and in support to the most vulnerable groups of 
population. Non-interest expenditure cuts were made for all central 
government bodies. With the amendments to the Social Insurance 
Code, all the measures related to increase in some pension groups have 
been postponed and pensions in 2010 have not been updated in 
accordance with the “Swiss rule”. A new methodology on estimating 
the costs of publicly provided healthcare services (those covered by the 
NHIF) based on empirical-data has also been elaborated. 

 

Fiscal 
consolidation 
continuously 
carried out both on 
revenue and 
expenditure side. 

In 2011 the general government deficit is targeted to decline to 2.5% 
of GDP (ESA 95 terms). Fiscal consolidation is continuously carried out 
both on revenue and expenditure side. On the revenue side a 
conservative approach has been used. Even though, the rates of direct 
taxes will remain unchanged, an increase in certain excise rates has 
been implemented at the beginning of 2011 in accordance with the 
arrangements for reaching EU minimum rates. VAT on organised 
tourism services was raised, too. Pension insurance contribution was 
increased by 1.8pps as a step to achieving pension system sustainability 
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in the medium term. Measures on raising tax collection are to be 
introduced during the year, in order to keep the advantage of having 
comparatively low tax burden among EU member states and receiving 
enough revenues to meet the 2011 deficit target. Together with number 
of activities on the revenue administration side such as more frequent 
and detailed audits, the establishment of distance connection between 
the National Revenue Agency and the fiscal cash devices is also 
expected to improve the tax collection and VAT in particular. 

 

Further 
expenditure cuts 
combined with 
strict control on 
the spending of 
first level spending 
units. 

Further expenditure cuts have been introduced in the 2011 State 
Budget Law combined with strict control on the spending of first level 
spending units. A special clause is aimed at avoiding the repetition of 
the significant 2009 increase in accrued liabilities over those undertaken 
and not-provided for commitments. New rule of imposed ceilings on 
the liabilities incurred by SUs have been defined to reduce the risks of 
budget balance deterioration on accrual basis. In 2011 the pensions are 
not to be updated in accordance with the “Swiss rule” and the 
maximum pension size will remain at BGN 700 per month, as a 
consequence of the preservation of the maximum insurance income. 
Stricter criteria for pension eligibility were introduced with the 
amendments to the Social Insurance Code (SIC), which entered into 
force on January 1, 2011. Furthermore, conditions for compensations 
and subventions to municipalities have been strengthened.  

 

Structural reforms 
to enhance the 
quality and 
sustainability of 
public finances in 
the medium and 
long term. 

Structural reforms have been undertaken in the pension, healthcare 
and education system, as well as in the public administration, with the 
aim to enhance the quality and sustainability of public finances in the 
medium and long term. Together with the pension insurance 
contribution increase as of January 1, 2011, more efficient measures to 
improve the contributions’ collection are also to be introduced this 
year, incl. incriminating the evasion of insurance contributions 
payment. The first step to the healthcare system reform has been 
undertaken through the estimation of the costs of publicly provided 
healthcare services. Quality improvement, equal access, promoting life-
long learning, attracting young people to the process of sector policies 
elaboration remain among the main priorities in the education sector. 
Public administration reform began in 2010, thus the state 
administration optimisation is expected to continue until 2013. 

 

 
 


